around the world in

90 colours

the Marmoleum Marbled Collection
This time, the marbled collection is presented in a vast array of colours, combining stronger and
subtler marbled patterns in one presentation. Marble designs combine anything from three
to eight different colours that can vary in intensity and contrast. Sometimes they create bold,
strong contrast resembling real marble, yet sometimes the colours are more subtle like fresco
murals. The presentation is made in such a way that colour combinations are easy to make.

3030 | blue
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27

marbled

3871 | silver birch

3876 | camel

3232 | horse roan

3233 | shitake

2499 | sand

3249 | marly grounds

3234 | forest ground

3250 | loam groove

3423 | painters palette

3425 | autumn leaf
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3405 | Granada

3137 | slate grey

3048 | graphite

3055 | fresco blue

3252 | sparrow

3246 | shrike

3874 | walnut

3136 | concrete

3866 | eternity

marbled

3860 | silver shadow

3248 | mammoth

3254 | clay

3236 | dark bistre

3872 | volcanic ash

2939 | black

Real, Fresco & Vivace Collections

3139 | lava

3257 | edelweiss

3884 | frost

3216 | moraine

3883 | moonstone

3205 | lapis lazuli

3219 | spa

3123 | arabesque

3828 | blue heaven

3030 | blue

3238 | laguna

3053 | dove blue

3881 | green wellness

3422 | lavender field

3218 | deep ocean

3242 | adriatica

3882 | relaxing lagoon

3221 | hyacinth

3244 | purple

3245 | summer pudding

3424 | Chagall's circus

Real, Fresco & Vivace Collections
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marbled

3886 | mother of pearl

3120 | rosato

3858 | Barbados

3247 | green

3038 | Caribbean

3861 | Arabian pearl

3420 | surprising storm

3224 | chartreuse

3173 | Van Gogh

3846 | natural corn

3407 | donkey island

3413 | green melody

3411 | sunny day

3403 | Asian tiger

3240 | willow

3239 | olive green

3131 | scarlet

Real, Fresco & Vivace Collections

3126 | Kyoto

3225 | dandelion

3125 | golden sunset

3241 | orange sorbet

3416 | fiery fantasy

3127 | Bleeckerstreet

3226 | marigold

3825 | African desert

3243 | stucco rosso

3870 | red copper

3146 | serene grey

3032 | mist grey

3885 | spring buds

3255 | pine forest
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marbled

3847 | golden saffron

3421 | oyster mountain

3203 | henna

2629 | eiger

2707 | barley

3075 | shell

3251 | lemon zest

2621 | dove grey

2713 | calico

2767 | rust

Real, Fresco & Vivace Collections

3174 | Sahara

3077 | tan pink

3141 | Himalaya
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traces of the

future

the Marmoleum Solid Collection
The secret spirit of this collection lies in colour nuances and subtleness. With reference
to classic, original linoleum, a conceptual range of (almost) uni colours has been created.
One could say this collection reflects traces of the past and present in many different
ways such as traces of history in the rich colour palette inspired by heritage as well as
future traces that reveal the art behind the modern process of making Marmoleum.
Finally, there are twists and traces of colour and design to be found in the very subtle
colour veins that characterise this collection. The Solid collection offers a wide range of
neutral and outspoken choices for complementing the modern environments of today.

171 | cement
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solid

solid

3712 | orange shimmer

186 | lead

3714 | blue dew

3362 | yellow moss

171 | cement

173 | paving

3704 | satellite

3706 | beton

123 | black

3703 | comet

3705 | meteorite

3702 | liquid clay

3713 | purple haze

3701 | moon

3711 | cloudy sand

3707 | black hole

3352 | Berlin red

3363 | lilac

3360 | vintage blue

3358 | petrol

3353 | eggplant purple

Concrete & Walton Collections

3710 | stormy sea

3568 | delta lace

3361 | cardboard

3355 | rosemary green

3359 | bottle green

3357 | leather

3709 | silt

3708 | fossil

34

3715 | phosphor glow

3364 | ink

Concrete & Walton Collections

3365 | original brown
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connecting the

dots

the Marmoleum Patterned collection
This collection is a dialogue between the easily understood statement of the black, grey
and white Graphics and the subtle, two-tone speckled pattern of Piano. This comforting
offer provides a selected foundation for playful combinations. Developing a refined and
pleasing collection, an understandable palette was created. The boldness of Graphic is ideal
for architectonic statements and combining materials. The dualism of neutral and outspoken
colours in the Piano range is designed for playful combinations.

5314 | scenario
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patterned

patterned

3642 | periwinkle

3601 | warm grey

3613 | almost darkness

3607 | grey dusk

5313 | aquatint

5315 | dry point

5311 | signo

5314 | scenario

5305 | scrabble

3631 | otter

3629 | frosty grey

3640 | Pacific blue

3641 | eggshell

3630 | angora

3637 | fox

3634 | meadow
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3638 | school red

5301 | graffito

3636 | powder

Graphic & Piano Collections

3633 | Pyrenean lily

3639 | thistle

3622 | mellow yelllow

3635 | strawberry fields

5302 | print

5306 | domino

3643 | submarine

3632 | sealion

3625 | salsa red

Graphic & Piano Collections
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walking the

line

the Marmoleum Linear collection
Celebrating the rich heritage of linoleum, a search through our archives lead to a
re-discovery of the historic, 1950s linear pattern. Out of this structure, which we refined
and brought up to the colour spectrum of the 21st century, we introduced Striato in
2009. The successful, worldwide revival of this design motivated us to enrich the palette
into a mature range of 18 items. The directional linear pattern is the natural outcome
of making linoleum in one of its initial stages of creation. By playing with colour and
exploring the boundaries of a 150-year old process, we created new designs and colour
combinations. Taking these possibilities to their furthest, a special statement is made
with three colourful eye catchers. For the remainder, nature itself was an inspiration for
an extended range of warm and inviting colours.

5223 | Grand Canyon
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linear

linear

3575 | white cliffs

3577 | petrified wood

5228 | hidden colours

5222 | mangrove roots

5221 | colour stream

5230 | white wash

5217 | withered prairie

5216 | Pacific beaches

3573 | trace of nature

5226 | grey granite

5227 | water colour

5224 | layered rock

3576 | sliding glacier

5225 | compressed time

5213 | waving wheat

5218 | Welsh moor

5229 | fresh walnut

5223 | Grand Canyon
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Striato Collections

Striato Collections
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